
VIRTUAL DOESN’T HAVE TO MEAN BORING
TMI and Blue Ocean Brain are teaming up to provide a new e-learning experience.

We can all use some help building DEI and other personal and professional skills, but often
our own development is sidelined due to busy schedules and competing priorities. We’ve
partnered with the microlearning experts at Blue Ocean Brain, to make DEI learning even
more accessible to our clients.

JOIN THE SAE VIRTUAL BOOK CLUB with BLUE OCEAN BRAIN

Blue Ocean Brain’s revolutionary e-learning system now also features new content from the award winning
book, Subtle Acts of Exclusion. This series of modules can be paired with any of Blue Ocean Brain’s extensive
content library. Gain tools to identify and address SAEs (or commonly known as microaggressions), and helpful
ways to approach discussions of difficult, uncomfortable, and deeply personal topics in a professional setting.

Online Learning Designed to Fit Your Journey

In addition to learning about microaggressions, Blue Ocean Brain can help you curate a customized learning
experience to build your team up in the areas you need. So your team can build their knowledge about
microaggressions (SAEs) while continuing to build skills on critical thinking, leadership, and so much more.
To dive deeper, book a Fireside Chat with the author, Dr. Jana!

High-Impact Learning in 10 MIN or LESS

Blue Ocean Brain’s system is a flexible, multimodal, and high-impact platform that provides daily articles and
brain challenges to elevate thinking and boost creativity, in just 10 minutes a day. Their content library is always
expanding and offers new perspectives on today’s issues to support your employee experience. Blue Ocean
Brain offers a variety of features to suit your organization’s learning needs.

● Flexible Integration Options

Turn your organization’s LMS, intranet, collaboration software and social channels into
the dynamic learning destinations your people crave.

● No Green Screen Lectures

Expert videos are carefully curated to offer a global perspective.

● Computer and Mobile Capable

● Extensive Learning Library Featuring Timely Content

● Live Webcasts

● Discussion Guides for Learners & Leaders

Did you know, 90% of learners prefer Blue Ocean Brain over any other tool at work? And 86% of
learners report better decision-making after learning with Blue Ocean Brain!

DISCOVER BLUE OCEAN BRAIN

Blue Ocean Brain has been innovating online learning experiences since 2010. Their science-based approach is
seamless, relevant, and inclusive which allows for increased engagement and retention. Blue Ocean Brain
microlearning covers a wide range of topics, from enhancing leadership and critical thinking skills to developing
innovation and inclusion techniques.
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